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Abstract
We extend the contingent valuation (CV) method to test three differing conceptions of
individuals’ preferences as either: (i) a-priori well-formed or readily divined and revealed
through a single dichotomous choice question (as per the NOAA CV guidelines; Arrow et al.,
1993]; (ii) learned or ‘discovered’ through a process of repetition and experience [Plott, 1996;
List, 2003]; (iii) internally coherent but strongly influenced by some initial arbitrary anchor
[Ariely et al., 2003]. Findings reject both the first and last of these conceptions in favour of a
model in which preferences converge towards standard expectations through a process of
repetition and learning.
JEL codes: D6 (Welfare Economics), D12 (Consumer Economics: Empirical Analysis), Q51
(Valuation of Environmental Effects), C51 (Model Construction and Estimation), Q18
(Agricultural Policy; Food Policy).
Keywords: Preference formation; discovered preferences; learning; coherent arbitrariness;
contingent valuation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The nature of individuals’ preferences is fundamentally crucial to the underpinnings of
microeconomic theory [Varian, 1999]. However, the process through which such preferences
are generated is less well proscribed and remains a matter of debate. The present paper
seeks to comment upon both the formation and nature of preferences by addressing two
questions. The first of these, which is of particular importance to the valuation of novel or low
experience goods (such as new products, healthcare and, as in this case, environmental
benefits), concerns the speed at which individuals can form stable preferences for relatively
novel goods presented in unfamiliar markets. This question is important to this field in that it
dictates the appropriate methodology for valuing such goods. The second question is of
general interest and asks whether those stable preferences, once formed, are consistent or
at variance with standard theory. As such this addresses a fundamental challenge to
economics which, if sustained, requires a radical reconception of its essential underpinnings.
The bulk of applied microeconomics addresses well-formed preferences for high experience
goods traded in familiar market institutions. Such applications are not typically concerned
with the process through which such preferences are formed or the speed of that process.
However, the rapidity of this process is a major concern for studies of low-experience goods
and/or unfamiliar markets where the individual may not come to the transaction point with
prior, well formed preferences. Examples of such occurrences include certain non-market
goods, such as public health goods or those provided by the environment, valued through
unfamiliar, often hypothetical markets. The contingent valuation (CV) method is by far the
most commonly applied of all the methods available for valuing preferences for such nonmarket goods with thousands of applications conducted to date [Carson, forthcoming].
Clearly a key concern here is to use study designs which address the issue of a-prior poorly
formed or even non-existent preferences for such goods. Failing to successfully tackle such
problems is likely to result in uncertain, high variance, willingness to pay (WTP) estimates.
This issue was brought into sharp focus by debate regarding the CV estimation of damages
arising from the Exxon Valdes oil spill [Carson et al., 1992, 1994, 2003; Hausman, 1993];
debate which was substantially addressed through the influential NOAA panel report on CV
[Arrow et al., 1993] which provided guidelines for future applications. A key recommendation
of this report concerned the method through which WTP responses should be elicited.
Although a wide variety of elicitation techniques are available [Mitchell and Carson, 1989;
Bateman et al., 2002], the NOAA panel recommended the use of a ‘one-shot’ or singlebound (SB) dichotomous choice referendum style question. Here a CV survey respondent is
presented with a simple choice between either supporting a given policy program at a
specified price (known as the bid-level), or rejecting this opportunity. By varying the bid level
across a survey sample estimates of summary statistics such as mean WTP may be
obtained for policy purposes.
The underlying argument for rejecting all but the SB response format can be traced back to
the work of Gibbard [1973] and Satterthwaite [1975] establishing the potential incentive
compatibility of one-shot referendai. However, this work applies to binding referenda
involving real payments where the consequences of the referendum vote on agency action is
clearly demonstrated. Whether respondents view the consequences of the vote outcome in
hypothetical CV referenda as similarly binding upon either themselves or affecting agency
action is open to question. Testing of this issue is problematic within a hypothetical CV
setting, and advocates of the SB approach tend to refute the evidence of subsequent
questioning as violating the incentive compatible framework. However, evidence from
economic experiments concerning the incentive compatibility of hypothetical single referenda
is decidedly mixed. Even when using common private goods in familiar market setting, while
some studies find convergence of voting responses with those in real consequential
referenda, other studies report divergent results [see Cummings et al. 1997, Taylor et al
2001 and Burton et al 2001]. For example, using a SB approach to value a private good
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within a CV exercise Loomis et al [1997] record values which are roughly twice as high as
subsequently revealed in real sales data. Given that CV applications typically value novel
(and often public) goods presented in unfamiliar, hypothetical markets, the concern is that
the uncertain nature of preferences for such goods may overwhelm the already questionable
incentive compatibility properties of the SB elicitation format in CV studies. In such cases,
residual preference uncertainty seems, at best, likely to yield high variance in WTP
estimates while at worst (for reasons discussed subsequently) they may also be
systematically biased.
A more fundamental critique of the ‘one shot’ nature of the SB approach is provided by the
Discovered Preference Hypothesis (DPH) proposed by Plott [1996]. The DPH argues that
stable and theoretically consistent preferences are typically the product of experience gained
through practice and repetition. Plott notes that markets provide an ideal environment for
such repetition and learning through which individuals can discover both how best to achieve
goals within the operating rules of that real or hypothetical market (a process which Braga
and Starmer, 2005, refer to as ‘institutional learning’) and discover features of their own
preferences (‘value learning’, ibid). The first response SB precludes either institutional or
value learning and is in direct conflict with the DPH which would suggest that it is the last
response in a series of valuations which should be attended to, rather than the first [see also
Binmore, 1994; 1999]. This, together with the empirical questioning of whether incentive
compatibility arguments from binding referenda can indeed be extended to hypothetical CV
studies, raises significant questions regarding the common presupposition in favour of the
SB elicitation method.
Central to the DPH then is the role of repetition within the formation of stable and
theoretically consistent preferences. Whereas the experimental literature questions the
importance of incentive compatibility in determining SB responses within CV studies, the
same literature provides considerable support for the argument that learning through
repetition and experience are important requirements for the revelation of theoretically
consistent and stable preferences. Examples of experiments in which learning opportunities
appear to lead to a reduction in preference anomalies include: diminution of the WTP/WTA
gap and endowment effects over repeated trials [Coursey, Hovis and Schulze, 1987; List,
2003; List and Shogren, 1999; Loomes and Sugden, 1998; Plott and Zeiler, 2003, 2005;
Shogren et al., 1994 and 2001]; reducing hypothetical bias through learning [Bjornstad et al.,
1997]; reduction in the preference reversal anomaly in both real and hypothetical payment
formats [Cox and Grether, 1996; Cherry et al., 2002; Braga and Starmer, 2005]; and, perhaps
most pertinently, reduction in preference anomalies amongst more experienced traders or
choice makers [List and Lucking-Reiley, 2000; List, 2001, 2002a, 2002b, 2004]ii.
This experimental evidence suggests that when unfamiliar goods are presented in previously
unencountered hypothetical market institutions (such as often occurs in CV surveys)
resulting initial valuations are liable to be based upon poorly formed preferences. In such
situations the ‘constructed preference’ literature [Slovic, 1995; Hoeffler and Ariely, 1999]
would suggest that such responses are prone to be influenced by a variety of choice
heuristics and framing effects resulting in apparently anomalous preferences [Tversky and
Kahneman, 1974]. For example, recent work defining out the ‘focusing illusion’ [Schkade and
Kahneman, 1998]iii suggests that concentrating on just a single good, presented in a single
response framework, is liable to inflate respondents perceptions of the importance of that
good and hence raise stated WTP. A further effect of the SB approach is that such initial
responses may be responsive to any available ‘anchor’ such as the SB bid-level itself which
may be taken as some clue to the ‘correct’ value of the good in question [Johnson and
Schkade, 1989; Green, Jacowitz, Kahneman and McFadden, 1998]iv. In an important and
highly innovative recent paper, Ariely, Loewenstein and Prelec [2003] refine the anchoring
argument noting that in their experimental investigations, while an individual’s choices were
typically internally coherent, nevertheless they could also be strongly anchored to some
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initial, demonstrably arbitrary starting point (discussed further in Section II), resultant values
being manipulated up or down by altering this starting point. Such behaviour, which Ariely et
al., term ‘coherent arbitrariness’, is a challenge not only to the discovery of stable
preferences envisaged by the DPH, but more fundamentally questions the underpinnings of
standard microeconomic theory, in effect suggesting that prices determine values rather than
vice versa.
In summary, we can identify three important yet different conceptions of individuals’
preferences as being either: (i) a-priori well-formed or readily divined through a single
incentive compatible question [Carson et al., 2000]; (ii) learned or ‘discovered’ through a
process of repetition and experience [Plott, 1996; List, 2003]; (iii) internally coherent but
liable to be strongly influenced by some initial arbitrary anchor [Ariely et al., 2003]. The first
two of these views differ only in terms of the preference formation process rather than the
process outcome (stable, theoretically consistent preferences). Yet the issue of the speed of
the preference formation process is vital to the choice of appropriate methodology. The first
view stresses incentive compatibility over the prior establishment of preference stability and
consistency and hence leads to the NOAA panel recommendation of the SB technique for
CV studies. However, the second, DPH, view argues that the single question approach of
the SB format is highly liable to result in individuals responding upon the basis of poorly
defined preferences resulting in very uncertain, high variance estimates of WTP. The DPH
view therefore mitigates in favour of a repeated questioning methodology which encourages
learning regarding both the market institution and preferences themselves. However, both
approaches and with them the basis of standard microeconomic theory, are fundamentally
challenged by the third ‘coherent arbitrariness’ view which argues that preferences are
anchored from the initial starting point, with an individual’s desire to maintain internal
consistency within responses preserving this anchoring effect through subsequent choices
and values.
Given this obvious and potentially important conflict, this paper sets out to provide the first
field-based CV study designed to contrast the ‘standard’ approach with a novel repeated
valuation technique consistent with the DPH. We accordingly develop the ‘Learning Design
Contingent Valuation’ (LDCV) method which allows survey respondents to engage in
repeated valuation tasks from which we separately test for both institutional and value
learning processes and through this evaluate the theoretical consistency of expressed
values both before and after such learning opportunities. Further design features and a novel
empirical testing protocol allow us to examine findings against the predictions of standard
theory and those derived from the ‘coherent arbitrariness’ hypothesis. In summary, results
are that while valuations of an initial good fail tests of both institutional and value learning,
responses to subsequent valuation tasks strongly conform to the expectations of the DPH
such that valuations of the final good considered pass both types of testing. Furthermore,
tests of both the final good valued and the preference formation process itself fail to support
the ‘coherent arbitrariness’ hypothesis. Taken together these results seriously question the
standard reliance upon the single-shot SB approach to CV, suggesting instead that a DPH
inspired repeated valuation approach can yield measures consistent with standard theory.
More fundamentally our results fail to provide convincing evidence rejecting the preference
model underpinning that standard theory.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section we outline our LDCV method for
conducting repeated valuations both within and across goods allowing us to formulate tests
for both institutional and value learning. We also briefly discuss the empirical case study
used to provide data for these tests. In Section III we outline our analytical methodology
introducing a novel Monte Carlo based approach to allow testing of learning effects across
valuation tasks. Section IV reports results while Section V discusses the implications of
these findings and concludes.
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2.

RESEARCH DESIGN

2.1

Testing for Institutional Learning

Repetition is the seedcorn of experience within the DPH. Given this, we sought to construct
a study design which would facilitate repetition of valuation tasks both across and within
goods. The within-goods aspect of the resultant LDCV design allows us to formulate
arguably one of the stiffest tests of institutional learning possible within a CV study; an
examination of value coherence within the double bound (DB) dichotomous choice format.
The DB approach was introduced by Hanemann et al. [1991] and Welsh and Bishop [1993]
and is simply an SB format supplemented by a follow-up dichotomous choice question asked
after the initial response is received. Here the bid-level offered in the second question is
determined in part by the response given to the first question such that a positive response
to an initial WTP bid-level results in a higher amount being presented at the second bound.
Because value estimates are obtained by combining both the first and second response, DB
designs permit a substantial improvement in the statistical efficiency of a given sample
relative to that provided by applying a SB format. As a result they have risen in popularity
and application to become one of the most prevalent of all CV designs. However, despite
this popularity, in practice DB studies have consistently reported an anomalous, non-zero
difference (which we denote ∆) between the estimated mean WTP derived from SB
responses (denoted µSB) and that obtained from the first and second responses combined
within a DB analysis (µDB). Examples of such results include the studies by Cameron and
Quiggin [1994], McFadden [1994], Bateman et al., [2001] and DeShazo [2002]. Typical
amongst these are the findings of McFadden [1994] which “reject at the 1% level the
hypothesis that first and second responses in the double referendum experiment are drawn
from the same distribution” (pp705-706).
Some commentators have argued that the DB anomaly arises from changes in incentive
compatibility between the first and second response [Carson et al., 1994; Alberini et al.,
1997; Carson et al., 1999]. However, others highlight evidence showing that unfamiliarity
with the institutional procedures of the DB means that respondents do not anticipate followup questions, are surprised by them [Bateman et al., 2001] and, given further multiple
valuation experience, are liable to revise their responses if given the opportunity [Bateman et
al., 2004]. Given this and the experimental evidence cited above suggesting both that initial
responses may themselves be anomalous and that learning effects may arise through
repetition, then a DPH reading of these findings might be that they provide the first (if
inadequate) evidence of survey respondents beginning to learn about the previously
unencountered hypothetical market institution through which CV responses are elicited. If,
given sufficient experience, respondents can learn about the DB institution then we might
expect the anomalous discrepancy between SB and DB responses to diminish with
repetition. Such a finding would of itself be notable given the persistence of this anomaly
across previous studies and the ongoing popularity of the DB approach. Given this, we test
such a reading by designing our LDCV to repeat DB format valuation tasks across a number
of goods. This provides the data for our institutional learning test which examines whether
first and second bound valuations become more consistent and hence coherent across
successive goods. Our test focus therefore becomes an examination of the SB-DB
difference (∆), with the DPH expectation being that there will be a decline in ∆ between its
initial level (from the first good valued) and its level for subsequent goods (with no increase
between values of ∆ for any good and any other subsequently presented good). Notice that
the focus of testing is upon the significance of trends in the value of ∆, rather than upon the
absolute value of this difference. These trends allow us to discriminate between the DPH
and competing hypotheses. Nevertheless, for comment we report absolute values of ∆ and
tests of whether these significantly differ from zero.
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2.2

Testing for Value Learning

While our institutional learning test is essentially one of within-subject coherence, the
findings of Ariely, Loewenstein and Prelec [2003] demonstrate that such coherence is a
necessary but not, on its own, sufficient condition for the identification of theoretically
consistent values. Rather they argue that:
“valuations are initially malleable but become “imprinted” (i.e. precisely defined and
largely invariant), after the individual is called upon to make an initial decision. Prior
to imprinting, valuations have a large arbitrary component, meaning that they are
highly responsive to both normative and non-normative influences. Following
imprinting, valuations become locally coherent as the consumer attempts to
reconcile future decisions of a “similar kind” with the initial one. This creates an
illusion of order, because consumers’ coherent responses to subsequent changes in
conditions disguise the arbitrary nature of the initial, foundational, choice” (pp 7475).
Ariely et al., test for this state by presenting different samples of respondents with differing
initial stimuli (sometimes chosen by the analysts, on other occasions being blatantly random
by using the last digits of respondents’ social security number) and examining whether these
are used as anchors by respondents for their subsequent valuation responses. Through a
series of experiments Ariely et al., report that while responses from repeated valuation tasks
tended to be internally coherent, with respondents typically ordering values in a consistent
manner (for example by always valuing “rare” wines above “average” wines), when viewed
across respondents these valuations were found to be strongly anchored to the initial,
arbitrarily determined stimuli. Here Ariely et al., interpret the finding of significant anchoring
effects as showing that such preferences reflect coherent arbitrariness rather than
theoretically consistent “fundamental” values.
The Ariely et al., anchoring approach provides a strong test for discriminating between
coherent arbitrariness and value learning in CV responses. The initial bid-level presented in
the SB question regarding a given good provides our arbitrary, initial stimuli. By varying this
systematically both across respondents and across goods and employing the method
developed by Herriges and Shogren [1996]v for estimating an ‘anchoring parameter’ (γ)
between SB and DB responses we can examine trends in the degree of any anchoring
observed across repeated valuation tasks. The coherent arbitrariness expectation is that γ
should be initially significant and will not decrease significantly (and might even increase) as
successive goods are valued. If however, we observe a significant decline in the level of
anchoring across valuation tasks then this rejects the coherent arbitrariness view and
mitigates in favour of the DPH argument that repetition and learning will yield theoretically
consistent preferences.
As in the case of our institutional learning test, we have no a-priori expectation of how many
valuation repetitions are required to drive the absolute level of anchoring to non-significant
levels. Rather our focus is upon trends in γ as these are the vital discriminators here. That
said, in keep with our previous analysis, we also report absolute values of γ and tests of
whether these significantly differ from zero.
2.3

Choice of goods and survey implementation details

In order to perform both our institutional and value learning tests we therefore require
repetition of valuation tasks both within goods and across goods. Both the DPH and
coherent arbitrariness arguments would mitigate in favour of using goods which are, to quote
Ariely et al., of a “similar kind” (p.75). Using goods which are formally distinct yet cognitively
similar avoids preclusion of the behavioural processes underpinning both learning and
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coherent arbitrariness. A further requirement was that, given the CV focus of this research,
these should be public rather than private goods; the typical target of such studies.
Given the above constraints it was determined that the empirical case study should present
survey respondents with a set of animal welfare improvement goods, each of which
improved the farm living conditions for a different species (namely; laying hens, chickens,
cows and pigs) to be paid for via a compulsory tax on all foodstuffs. Each animal welfare
good was presented as mutually exclusive, thereby avoiding substitution and allied
sequencing effects [Carson et al., 1998; Bateman et al., 2004]. Each good was valued using
a DB WTP elicitation format. An initial sample (Sample 1) was presented with all four goods,
given in the order shown below, thus permitting the repetition of valuation tasks necessary to
facilitate either learning or arbitrary coherence. To permit further testing of potential learning
effects and to control for the possibility that any observed increase in preference consistency
is a by-product of the order in which goods are presented, a second sample of respondents
(Sample 2) were asked DB questions solely regarding the good which was valued last by
Sample 2 (the pig welfare good). The DPH expectation here is that, controlling for the good,
the degree of any institutional anomalies (disparities between in values derived from the SB
and DB procedures) and value learning anomalies (coherently arbitrary anchoring effects)
should decline across the valuation tasks faced by Sample 1. Contrasting the characteristics
of preferences for the common good, presented fourth to Sample 1 and the only good valued
by Sample 2, the DPH leads us to expect a lower level of anomaly amongst the former than
the latter, although whether such anomalies will have become statistically insignificant is an
open-empirical question.
For notational purposes we denote any good presented to a respondent as X ij where X
denotes the good in question, i refers to the sample providing the valuation (where i = 1, 2)
and j denotes the order of presentation of that good within the overall list of goods given to
that sample (therefore j = 1, 2, 3, 4 for i = 1 and j = 1 for i = 2). Therefore for Sample 1 the
following goods were valued in the order shown:
(i)

Improving living conditions for laying hens ( HENS11 )

(ii)

Improving living conditions for chickens ( CHICKS 21 )

(iii)

Improving living conditions for diary cows ( COWS31 )

(iv)

Improving living conditions for pigs ( PIGS 41 )

Whereas respondents in Sample 2 were presented with the good improving living conditions
for pigs, denoted PIGS12 , i.e. that good which was presented last (fourth) to Sample 1.
The vector of bid-level values was determined in accordance with Boyle and Bishop [1988]
as refined by Hanemann and Kanninen [1999] through the administration of a prior pilot
survey. This suggested a vector with four bid-levels at the first response question,
supplemented by a further two (one above and the other below these initial four) at the
second response questionvi. As indicated above, in the subsequent main survey, these
amounts were randomly allocated by good and respondent such that any given respondent
faced with any given good had an equal probability of being presented with any one of the
initial bid-levels for that good.
The final CV questionnaire was administered by face-to-face, at-home interviews with 400
respondents selected by a random sampling process based on the electoral register of
Northern Ireland. Respondents were randomly allocated to the two treatments such that
sample size was 200 respondents for both samples.
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3.

ECONOMETRIC METHODOLOGY

In order to identify potential learning effects both within and across goods the data generated
by the survey was analyzed using both SB models (applied to the first response for each
good valued) and DB models (applied to both first and second responses for each good
valued) as per Hanemann and Kanninen [1999]. Note that it would be inappropriate to model
second bound responses in isolation of first bound responses as the bid levels offered in the
second question are conditional upon the bid levels and response from the first bound. Again
using methods detailed by Hanemann and Kanninen [1999], these analyses allow us to
calculate and compare mean willingness to pay from first responses (denoted µSBj) with
those from first and second responses modelled as DB data (µDBj). Details of our modelling
strategy are presented through the remainder of this section.
3.1

Single Bounded (SB) Dichotomous Choice Model

In a SB exercise (or equivalently within our study, the first response of a DB design) CV
respondents indicate their WTP by answering yes or no to a set offered price. For an
individual the probability πyes of responding yes to an offered bid-level b1 for a certain good
can be expressed as follows:
πyes(yes : β’x > b1) = H(β’x) + e

(1)

where b1 is the value of the bid-level presented to the respondent, x represents a set of
covariates including the bid-level amount and β is a vector of parameters to be estimated
from the sample data. H is a function which expresses the probability and hence the function
must return a value between zero and one, and it must sum to unity over all possible
outcomes. A cumulative probability distribution (cdf) function is used for this purpose. The
SB allows just two possible outcomes, ‘yes’ and ‘no’ so the sample log-likelihood can be
expressed as:
n yes

LogLike =

∑ y log π
i =1

nno

yes

+ ∑ (1 − y ) log(1 − π yes )

(2)

i =1

where nyes and nno are the numbers of respondents replying yes and no respectively to the
bid values offered and y is a dummy variable indicting an individual’s choice, being coded 1
for yes and 0 for no.
When a linear model is used and H is a logistic cdf using only covariates for the offered bidlevel value then the probability of a yes response πyes will occur when the respondent’s WTP
exceeds the bid-level. This can be expressed as:
πyes = 1/{1+exp(-αSB - βSBb1)}

(3)

Where αSB and βSB are the coefficients of the constant and bid-level respectively. The
method of maximum likelihood is used to estimate the coefficients αSB and βSB. In line with
many previous studies [e.g. Langford et al, 1998] this study uses a single bounded Logit
model.
3.2

Double Bounded (DB) Dichotomous Choice Model

The DB approach extends an initial SB-style question with a follow-up dichotomous choice
valuation task. If the individual agreed to pay the initial bid amount then the follow-up
question posits a higher amount. Conversely if the initial amount is rejected, then the
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proffered follow-up concerns a lower bid level. The probability of a respondent choosing
each of the four possible responses (yes,yes), (yes,no), (no,yes) and (no,no) is given by:
πyy
πyn
πny
πnn

= 1 – H(β’xh)
= H(β’xh) – H(β’x)
= H(β’x) – H(β’xl)
= H(β’xl)

(4)

where x, xh, xl are the vectors of covariates respectively associated with first bid, second bid
higher and second bid lower, and H is the cdf function chosen. This gives the following log
likelihood for the sample:
n yy

LogLike =

∑ yy log(π
i =1

n yn

nny

nnn

i =1

i =1

i =1

yy ) + ∑ yn log(π yn ) + ∑ ny log(π ny ) + ∑ nn log(π nn )

(5)

where nyy ,nyn ,nny and nnn are the number of occurrences in the sample of each of the four
outcomes and yy,yn,ny,nn are dummy variables indicating the choice for each individual.
Following Hanemann et al., [1991] we use a logistic cdf for H. This then becomes a double
bounded logit model.
The additional information provided by the follow-up question makes the DB asymptotically
efficient relative to the SB. A further advantage of the DB model is that it is fairly robust with
respect to poor bid designs resulting from initial parameter misspecification [Hanemann et
al., 1991; Scarpa and Bateman, 2000]. In effect, the higher second bid provides insurance
against too low a choice for the initial bid and the lower second bid provides insurance
against too high a choice for the initial bid [Hanemann and Kanninen, 1999].
3.3

Testing for Institutional Learning: Consistency of mean WTP µSBi and µDBi

Estimates of WTP can be computed from the SB and DB models. For example, mean WTP
can be calculated for the SB model specified in Equation (3) using:
µSBj = - α/β

(6)

The standard errors for µSBj can be obtained from the variance of Var(µSBj) = Var(α/β) which
can be calculated using the Delta method (Taylor’s first order approximation of variance
when the coefficient covariance estimates are known). We can now begin to calculate a
measure of the difference between µSB and µDB for sample i facing good j (i.e. the value ∆i j )
which will in turn be used to examine trends in this difference across valuation tasks (i.e.
across goods). However, the estimation of absolute values of ∆i j requires the development
of novel econometric techniques controlling for the non-independent (within-respondent)
nature of the first and second bound responses which provide date for this exercise.
Appendix 1 to this paper discusses the techniques developed for this purpose.
As discussed previously, once values for ∆i j are established, the major focus of our testing
is to examine trends within the statistical significance of this variable across valuation tasks
(i.e. across goods). The DPH recognises that initial values of ∆i j may be high but suggests
that these values will decline significantly with the increased opportunity for institutional
learning afforded by successively repeating the valuation process across goods. This
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expectation will apply at any point across the valuation sequence (i.e. ∆i j ≥ ∆i j + k for any k >
0) setting up some six tests within Sample 1.
In addition to these central tests we can also examine whether the absolute value of ∆i j is
statistically significant. Although neither the DPH nor coherent arbitrariness say anything
about such absolute values (focussing instead upon trends across valuation tasks), the
comparison of such values for the same good presented either at the end of a sequence or
as the first (and for Sample 2, only) good (i.e. comparing ∆14 with ∆21 ) is revealing and
provides a further distinguishing test between these hypotheses.
3.4

Testing for Value Learning: Robustness against Anchoring Effects

Following established methods outlined in Herriges and Shogren [1996] and Hanemann and
Kanninen [1999] we apply an econometric test for whether responses and resultant values
obtained from DB data are significantly anchored on the value of the initial bid-level. This test
adds an anchoring parameter (γ) into the DB model of Equation (5). According to Herriges
and Shogren [1996] the revised WTP in response to the second bid is:
WTPr = (1-γ)WTPo + γb1

(7)

where WTPo is the prior WTP and WTPr is the revised WTP following any anchoring effect
induced by the initial bid-level b1. From the above the effective bid-level for b2 becomes b2r
as follows:
b2r = (b2 – γb1 )/(1-γ)

(8)

The Log Likelihood function for the anchoring model is obtained by substituting the b2r value
into the standard DB likelihood function given in Equation (4).
Calculating γ for responses to each good (i.e. γ ij ) the empirical significance of the parameter
provides a test of whether our DB responses are anchored by the SB bid-level. Following the
coherent arbitrariness hypothesis, initial anchoring is expected to be significant and
persistent across goods. In contrast, following the DPH any initial anchoring effects should
decay away across successive goods as the valuation of similar goods allows respondents
time to consider and learn about their preferences. Again, while neither hypothesis is
definitive regarding the absolute value of γ, comparison of the levels associated with the
same good, presented either first or last (i.e. comparing γ 41 with γ 12 ) should reveal a further
insight into the validity of these competing hypotheses in this context.
4.

RESULTS

4.1

SB and DB models

Table I presents parsimoniously specified logistic SB and DB models for each good
estimated as per Hanemann et al [1991]. The models provide parameter estimates of the
coefficients α, β for the constant and bid-level respectively for the four goods valued by
Sample 1 ( HENS11 , CHICK 21 , COWS 31 and PIGS 41 ) and the single good valued by Sample 2
( PIGS12 ). While desirable in benefit transfer and policy analysis, additional socio-economic
and attitudinal covariates are not needed to test for the effects of learning on these welfare
estimates. Other columns report the standard error and t-value associated with each
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parameter estimate and the log-likelihood of the model. All coefficients have expected signs
and are highly significant as are the overall models.
Table I: SB and DB models of WTP for specified animal welfare improvement goods.

Single Bounded (SB) Models
Good

Estimate Coeff.

Std.
Err.

t-ratio

Log
Like.

Double Bounded (DB) Models
Estimate Coeff.

Std.
Err.

t-ratio

-Log
Like.

Sample 1
HENS11

0.92
-0.19

0.27 3.40
0.09 -2.10

-131.54

αDB
βDB

1.54
-0.56

0.20
7.70
0.05 -11.20

266.61

αSB

1.44
-0.54

0.28 5.10
0.11 -5.07

-122.62

αDB
βDB

1.57
-0.63

0.20
7.89
0.05 -12.10

252.61

αSB

1.32
-0.43

0.28 4.81
0.10 -4.38

-125.55

αDB
βDB

1.57
-0.55

0.20
7.70
0.05 -11.80

274.18

αSB

1.29
-0.62

0.29 4.47
0.12 -5.15

-120.64

αDB
βDB

1.39
-0.68

0.20
7.07
0.05 -12.94

263.57

αDB
βDB

1.61
-0.68

0.20
7.98
0.05 -13.15

271.88

βSB

CHICK 21

COWS 31

PIGS 41

αSB

βSB

βSB

βSB

Sample 2
PIGS12

4.2

αSB

βSB

1.25
-0.42

0.28 4.49
0.10 -4.23

-126.01

Results from the Institutional Learning Test

Our institutional learning test examines whether, as respondents value successive goods,
their increasing familiarity with the contingent market results in greater consistency of
valuation responses between the two bounds of the DB format. In order to undertake this
test we first need to estimate the mean values (µSBi - µDBi) and hence evaluate ∆i j . Table II
details results from this analysis test. Standard errors for ∆i j are calculated using the Jackknife method so as to control for intra-respondent correlation between first and second
responses for each good. Corresponding t-statistic and probability levels are also reported in
the final two columns of the table.
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Table II: Differences between mean WTP for SB and DB estimates for each good,
where ∆i j = µSB - µDB for good X ij

Scheme

Estimate

1

Value

Std.Er.

t-ratio

H0:
µSB = µDB
(Prob.)

Sample 1
HENS11

CHICK 21

COWS 31

PIGS 41

µSB
µDB
∆ 11

£4.72
£2.74
£1.98

£1.21

1.64

0.10

µSB
µDB
∆ 12

£2.68
£2.51
£0.17

£0.17

1.00

0.32

µSB
µDB
∆13

£3.10
£2.87
£0.23

£0.26

0.88

0.38

µSB
µDB
∆14

£2.07
£2.06
£0.01

£0.15

0.07

0.95

2.40

0.02

Sample 2
PIGS12

µSB
µDB
∆21

£2.98
£2.38
£0.60

£0.25

Note: 1. Standard errors are computed using the Jack-knife method to take account of intrarespondent correlation of responses.

Although our principle tests concern trends in ∆i j

across valuation tasks,

nevertheless the estimates reported in Table II are worthy of comment. Recall that
the literature on previous DB applications has resulted in acknowledgement as a
stylised fact that such studies invariably yield a disparity between µSBi and µDBi
[Carson, Groves and Machina, 2000]. Given this, the findings set out in Table II are
remarkable. Considering the first good valued by both Sample 1 and 2 ( HENS11 and
PIGS12 respectively) we obtain the standard stylised result of a significant difference
in mean WTP as calculated from the SB and DB models (µSBi and µDBi). These
differences are not only statistically significant but also highly substantial. For
example, for Sample 1 (valuing HENS11 ) we have µSBi = £4.72 while µDBi = £2.74.
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However, when these same Sample 1 respondents are presented with a second
good to value ( CHICKS 21 ) the disparity in SB and DB means becomes much smaller
and proves statistically insignificant. Indeed there is a clear pattern of significance
running across successive Sample 1 valuation tasks with µSBi - µDBi differences ( ∆i j )
becoming steadily less significant until for the fourth and final good ( PIGS 41 ) this
difference is just one penny. The cross-sample, within-good test comparing ∆14 (from
PIGS 41 ) with ∆21 (from PIGS12 ) is also revealing. Results show that the experienced
respondents in Sample 1 do indeed generate significantly lower (µSBi - µDBi)
differences than do inexperienced respondents in Sample 2 (p=0.04) for this
common good.
One final result of Table II is worthy of note. Returning to the value estimates for the
first good seen by Sample 1 ( HENS11 ) we can note two observations. First, the SB
estimate is very high compared to its DB counterpart, indeed it is substantially
greater than any of the other values elicited for any of the other goods. This result
recalls the focussing illusion expectation that the first response for the first good will
be inflated. As noted previously, it is impossible to disprove the Carson et al., [2000]
argument in favour of the SB format within a hypothetical CV study as no criterion
(demonstrably correct) value is available within such a context. However, the weight
of evidence from experimental studies (discussed in our opening remarks) is now
reinforced by the present results and clear reduction in values across Sample 1
(discussed further below). Together this suggests that the initial values provided by
the SB approach are substantially out of line (and inflated upward) compared to
those values elicited at the end of the LDCV process. Secondly, the standard error
around ∆11 is nearly five times larger than that for any of the other goods valued by
Sample 1. Arguably this reflects uncertainty in underlying preferences for this group
when faced with this initial task; a degree of uncertainty which is not repeated in
subsequent valuations.
The results of Table II do suggest that the learning opportunities inherent in the
LDCV approach do indeed yield greater theoretical consistency in preferences, in
this case completely removing one of the best documented and most persistent
anomalies in the CV literature. However, it is our tests regarding trends in ∆i j across
goods which are key. Results from these tests are presented in Table III.
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Table III: Hypothesis tests of differences in ∆i j across the sequence of goods valued.

Hypothesis test

(Value)1

Std Error2

t test
Result3

Across Goods (Sample 1)
( ∆ 11 - ∆ 12 ) < 0

1.81

1.23

Sig. <0.10

( ∆ 11 - ∆13 ) < 0

1.75

1.22

Sig. <0.10

(∆ -∆ ) < 0

1.96

1.18

Sig < 0.05

( ∆ 12 - ∆13 ) < 0

-0.06

0.32

NS

(∆ -∆ ) < 0
(∆ -∆ ) < 0

0.22

0.30

NS

0.16

0.23

NS

1
1

1
2
1
3

1
4

1
4
1
4

Within Goods (Sample 2 vs. Sample 1)
( ∆21 - ∆14 ) < 0

0.59

0.29

Sig < 0.05

Notes:
1. Refers to the sum in parentheses in the first column of the table.
2. Estimated using first order Jackknife procedure (as per the Appendix; Equation A3).
3. The DPH, which underpins the tests reported here, gives a clear directional
expectation. Hence a 1 tailed test is appropriate (n=200 in all cases).

The upper panel of Table III reports ∆i j trend findings for Sample 1. Within this the first three
rows detail the significance of differences between the value of ∆ for the first good ( ∆11 )
those for and subsequent goods ( ∆12 , ∆13 and ∆14 ). Finding show a clear and statistically
significant downward trend in ∆ as subjects value successive goods. This pattern runs
counter to that proposed under the coherent arbitrariness hypothesis and directly in line with
the expectations of the DPH. Furthermore, if anything the reduction in anomaly predicted by
the DPH appears to be getting stronger as respondents pass through the LDCV repeated
valuation design.
The next two rows of Table III change the baseline comparison from the initial good to the
second good, comparing ∆12 with ∆13 and ∆14 . Here no further significant increase or
decrease in ∆ are observed; a result which holds for the comparison of ∆13 and ∆14 given in
the penultimate row of the table. The ∆ trend results from the repeated valuation test of
Sample 1 shows that respondents very rapidly learn how the CV market works, such that
even after answering the DB questions for just the initial good the associated anomaly,
prevalent though it is in all previous DB studies, quickly evaporates in the face of that
learning. Such a result strongly supports the DPH. Given this clear evidence of greater
theoretical consistency within the final values elicited from the LDCV process, re-inspection
of the high value elicited from the SB question for the first good suggests that the latter is
providing an upwardly biased estimate of WTP.
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The final row of Table III compares values of ∆ for the same good (PIGS) presented as
either the first or fourth good valued by separate samples of respondents. Here the high
value of ∆21 (showing the standard DB anomaly associated with inexperienced respondents)
is found to be significantly greater than the low value of ∆14 given by experienced
respondents facing their fourth valuation task.
Overall then, the results reported in Tables II and III strongly support the DPH expectation of
institutional learning arising from increased familiarity and experience with the contingent
market.
4.3

Results from the Value Learning Test

Although our institutional learning test indicates that while the valuations of a good
expressed by individuals become more internally consistent as they become more familiar
with the operating rules of the contingent market, we need to determine whether this
consistency is procedurally invariant and therefore conforms to standard theory, or whether it
is subject to the cross-individual anchoring effects symptomatic of coherent arbitrariness.
Table IV: Estimates of DB model with anchoring coefficient γ, testing whether second
response is anchored on the first bid level.

Good

Variable

Coeff.

Std.Err.

t-ratio

p

Sample 1
HENS11

CHICK21

COWS 31

PIGS 41

αDB
βDB

0.786
-0.224

(0.22)
(0.11)

3.57
-2.04

γ 11

0.670

(0.17)

4.03

αDB
βDB

1.392
-0.551

(0.28)
(0.12)

4.94
-4.65

γ 21

0.146

(0.15)

0.98

αDB
βDB

1.198
-0.391

(0.37)
(0.13)

3.26
-2.92

γ 31

0.334

(0.17)

2.00

αDB
βDB

1.427
-0.691

(0.30)
(0.14)

4.76
-4.94

-0.026

(0.18)

-0.14

1.194
-0.497

(0.26)
(0.13)

4.59
-3.82

0.315

(0.15)

2.07

γ 41

<0.001

0.329

0.047

0.886

Sample 2
PIGS12

αDB
βDB

γ 12

14

0.040

By estimating the anchoring model specified in Equations (7) and (8) we obtain a series of
models which allow for the presence of anchoring within DB responses. These are reported
in Table IV. Here coefficients on αDB and βDB are consistently in accord with prior expectation
and statistically significant throughout. However, these are of secondary interest and
therefore are omitted from the p-values reported in the final column of the table, which
instead focuses upon the anchoring parameter γ ij . As noted previously, neither the coherent
arbitrariness hypothesis nor the DPH have any expectations regarding the absolute size or
significance of any given γ ij . Nevertheless, as before, certain of these findings are worthy of
comment. In particular while there is highly significant anchoring in responses regarding the
first good valued (in both samples) this becomes entirely non-significant by the time the final
good in valued. This result strongly accords with the predictions of the DPH. However, as
before it is our trend analysis which is crucial here, results for which are presented in Table
V.
Table V: Hypothesis tests on differences in anchoring coefficients γ ij across the
sequence of goods valued.

Hypothesis test

(Value)1

Std Error2

Test
result

Across Goods (Sample 1)
( γ 11 - γ 21 ) < 0

0.49

0.23

Sig. <0.05

(γ – γ ) < 0

0.23

(γ – γ ) < 0

0.30
0.66

0.24

Sig. <0.10
Sig <0.01

( γ 21 – γ 31 ) < 0

-0.19

0.29

NS

(γ – γ ) < 0
(γ –γ ) < 0

0.18

0.23

NS

0.36

0.26

Sig <0.10

1
1
1
1

1
2
1
3

1
3
1
4

1
4
1
4

Within Goods (Sample 2 vs. Sample 1)
( γ 12 - γ 41 ) < 0

0.36

0.20

Sig. < 0.05

Notes:
1. Refers to the sum in parentheses in the first column of the table.
2. Estimated using jack-knife procedure (as per the Appendix; Equation A3).
As per our previous trend analysis, the upper panel of Table V reports findings regarding the
trend in anchoring across the various goods valued by Sample 1. Within this the first three
rows compare anchoring within the first good with that observed for subsequent goods. As
before these results are unequivocal in conforming to the expectations of the DPH. While
Table IV showed that the first good considered by Sample 1 had valuations which were
strongly anchored to the randomly chosen bid initial level for that good, Table V shows that
this degree of anchoring falls significantly in responses to subsequent goods (Table IV
showing that anchoring becomes non-significant in absolute terms by the time the final good
is valued). The next three rows of Table V show that (as in our analysis of ∆ levels) there is
relatively little further reduction in anchoring once the initial good has been considered,
although in this case we do see a marginally significant reduction between the third and
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fourth good, suggesting that full learning effects may not have been completed within the
four good design adopted.
The final row of Table V shows that anchoring in responses to a good presented as the first
one valued is significantly greater the level of anchoring observed when the same good is
presented fourth in a series of valuation tasks.
Overall then these results again strongly support the DPH assertion that repetition and the
learning opportunities it affords results in a significant improvement in the theoretical
consistency of preferences. By contrast these findings contrast markedly with the predictions
of the coherent arbitrariness hypothesis which suggested that there should be no significant
reduction in anchoring across repeated valuation tasks.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a new approach to eliciting stated preferences for non-market goods;
the LDCV. Employing this we have found clear evidence of both institutional learning and
value learning in repeated responses to CV questions. Valuations of an initial good exhibited
typical anomalies, namely within-person inconsistencies in valuations of that good and
across-person anchoring effects. In particular analysis of trends in within-good valuation
differences and in anchoring show significant reductions in both anomalies. Indeed by the
time respondents have undertaken a number of CV valuations both anomalies disappear.
The tests applied are far from trivial, indeed the existing literature shows that they are rarely
satisfied. Indeed our test for institutional learning provides what is to our knowledge the first
instance of coherence between first and second response distributions recorded by any DB
study to date; a result which defies what had become accepted as a stylised finding for such
studies. Here we find evidence that individuals quickly learn the operating rules of a
contingent market and yield internally consistent valuations once they have gained this
experience. Similarly our value learning test concerns one of the most persistent anomalies
identified in a host of economic and psychological studies; the anchoring effect. Here our
results suggest that value learning occurs as subjects gain experience through repeated
valuation tasks.
These findings appear to strongly support the DPH, suggesting that CV respondents require
experience of both the operating rules of the contingent market and of the type of goods in
question before they can provide theoretically consistent valuation responses. Such findings
seem to be in accordance with the growing body of experimental results highlighting the
importance of learning effects and consequent experience as vital precursors to the
revelation of robust preferences. This in turn highlights a central dilemma for CV research.
As a result of our findings we question the standard presumption in favour of the first
response SB design applied to the valuation of a single good. On reflection it may seem
unreasonable that inexperienced members of the public can provide robust valuations of
goods without prior experience of both the CV institution itself and the task of valuing similar
goods. The SB format fails to offer the repetition, learning and experience possibilities of real
markets and is therefore particularly prone to framing effects such as anchoring and
focussing illusion which appear to have upwardly biased SB values for the initial good.
We feel that these are significant failings which should be addressed through improved
elicitation techniques. However, these failings should not be seen as an excuse to ignore
issues of incentive compatibility. Specifically we feel that an ideal elicitation format should
use repetition and exposure to allow respondents the opportunity to gain experience of the
valuation mechanism (institutional learning) and experience of the good under investigations
(value learning) prior to the use of an incentive compatible valuation question. One simple
innovation would be to use ‘practice’ questions (such as those described by Plott and Zeiler,
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2005, or the increasingly common choice experiment method discussed by Adamowicz, et
al., 1998, and Louviere, et al., 2000] to develop institutional and value learning. This exercise
could then be followed by a single, overtly incentive-compatible contingent valuation
question. Such an approach, we suspect, would address much of the preference malleability
and consequent anomalies observed in many prior CV studies.
Finally, considering the more general and fundamental focus of this paper, our results find
no evidence to support the contention that the stable preferences formed through repetition
and experience (even within a contingent market) are at variance with standard theory.
Indeed, the plethora of tests presented describe trends which clearly show a movement
towards theoretically consistent preferences and away from those characterised by coherent
arbitrariness. This, fundamental finding suggests that a radical reconception of underlying
theory in this respect is not, at present, clearly necessary although we acknowledge that this
is a single study and further testing of this challenge remains a research priority.
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Appendix: Developing a within-respondent technique for assessing the statistical
significance of ∆i.
We wish to test the proposition that differences in estimates of mean WTP between SB and
DB models are zero (i.e. H0:( ∆i = [µSBi - µDBi]) = 0), repeating this test for each good in turn.
To test this a t-statistic can be calculated as follows:
t = (µSBi - µDBi) / √Var(µSBi - µDBi)

(A1)

When two means µ1 and µ2 are estimated using two independent samples those estimates
are uncorrelated, i.e. covariance is zero (Covar(µ1,µ2) = 0) and the variance of the difference
of two such means can be obtained by summing the individual variances. The variance of
the differences of two such independent means µ1, µ2 can be computed as:
Var(µ1 -µ2) = Var(µ1) + Var(µ2)

(A2)

This can be used to test whether differences in mean WTP between independent samples
are significantly different from zero. However, when we test the significance of differences
between the first response data used in an SB model and the same first responses
supplemented by follow-up question responses, as per a DB exercise, the samples can no
longer be considered independent since both estimates are computed using the same initial
responses from the same individuals. Hence when estimating Var(µSBi - µDBi) the
Covar(µSBi,µDBi) cannot be ignored as in (6) above. Due to these difficulties no statistical test
exist to examine whether (µSBi - µDBi) = 0 as the Var(µSBi - µDBi) cannot be obtained from a
known closed-form solution. A novel Monte Carlo approach proposed by Matthews et al
(2003) is developed in the present paper to take account of the missing Covar(µSB,µDB) and
to test whether (µSBi - µDBi) = 0. To the authors knowledge this is the first statistical test
within the CV literature which tests the consistency of welfare estimates from SB and DB
models for the same sample.
Monte Carlo techniques [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993] are employed to obtain the distribution
of differences (µSBi - µDBi) in the sample means and to compute an estimate of the Var(µSBi µDBi). These methods use resampling routines to create a number of sample estimates
derived from the original sample using the same sampling method as used to obtain the
original sample. Here we obtain for each sample and good, an estimate (µSBi - µDBi). The
jack-knife method is chosen to estimate the variance VarJ(µSBi - µDBi).
For an original sample of size n the jack-knife method uses a set of sample estimates θ
which are computed from n new samples each of which contain n-1 observations taken from
the original sample. In this study one observation refers to all data provided by an individual,
so when an observation is dropped so are all responses given by that individual, replicating
the original sampling method. The set of samples are composed from the original sample
with each sample having a different observation removed. The statistic of interest for jackknife sample k is θk. Thus a distribution of that statistic which reflects the original population
distribution is created. Here θk is computed as the difference in mean WTP estimates
obtained from the SB and DB models, i.e. (µSBi - µDBi).
The variance for the jack-knife estimate VarJ is obtained from:
θ = {θ1 , θ2 … θn }
where the estimate for the difference in the kth jack-knife sample θk is:
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θk =

(µSBi - µDBi)

θm =

Σ (µSBi - µDBi)/n

VarJ(θ) = (n-1)/n Σ(θi

-

θm)2

(A3)

i

Within the CV context this argument is developed through Hoehn and Randall [1987] and Carson et
al., [1999].
ii
Note that a small number of papers also examine whether pre-existing exposure to a good (as
opposed to the learning through repetition examined in the present paper) results in more theoretically
consistent responses within CV studies [Boyle et al. 1993; Roach et al. 1999; McCollum and Boyle,
2005]. However, these papers yield conflicting findings.
iii
The idea behind the focusing illusion can be summarised in the proverb that “Nothing is as important
as when you think about it”.
iv
Anchoring or starting point effects are one of the most well documented response heuristics, being
replicated in a host of CV, economic and psychological studies [Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky,
1982. Kahneman and Tversky, 1982; Roberts et al., 1985; Kahneman, 1986; Harris et al., 1989;
Bateman et al., 1995; Jacowitz and Kahneman, 1995; Strack and Mussweiler, 1997; Chapman and
Johnson, 1999; Epley and Gilovitch, 2001].
v
The Herriges and Shogren [1996] paper in itself is highly pertinent to the present study in that they
find significant anchoring in DB responses given by less experienced visitors to a recreational site,
but no significant anchoring amongst responses from more experienced local residents. This
provides support for the existence of an experience driven, value learning process.
vi
In accordance with Boyle and Bishop [1988] an initial pilot survey asked respondents an openended WTP question. Responses were then used to refine a vector of initial bids following the
design efficiency advice of Hanemann and Kanninen [1999]. The resultant vector placed bid-levels
for the first response question at the 90th percentile (£5.00), the 65th percentile (£2.00), the 35th
percentile (£1.50) and the 15th percentile (£1.00). The bid vector for the second response question
supplements these with two more extreme bid-levels at the 95th percentile (£10.00) and the 7th
percentile (£0.50).
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